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Dear Supervisor Farrell:

Board of Supervisors Hearing November 25: 2853 Broderick
CEQA issues to be reviewed
There are six CEQA issues that Appellants request to be reviewed by the Board of Supervisors:
1. Height of the building: There is a legitimate dispute as to the height that the building
was lifted. Appellant presented a survey by Ben Ron that showed that three consecutive
surveys showed the building to be raised above 36" and to stand above 40" at its North
elevation. The project sponsor disputes this with an opinion statement by its engineer that
the building was raised 36" without releasing any data to substantiate the opinion.
The current building height rises well above all the adjoining buildings and eliminates the
staggered roof lines that followed the slope of the hill that characterizes this block of
Broderick. a formal survey has not been conducted by any governmental agency to resolve the
dispute.

2. Intrusion into the South side yard set back with an extension to provide a fireplace to
one of the rooms. The alleys of the buildings on the West side of Broderick were built to
provide wide passage for air, light and fully detached building structures. This was part of
the city planning and building design for that block of Broderick between 1890 and 1915
during which time the adjoining structures were built.
3. The proposal to develop the roof and change the dormers is wrongly conceived because the
entire roof line is clearly visible from the public walkways since the alleys between the
buildings are eight feet wide.
4. The extension of the building into the back yard and the elimination of the back yard by
an 8' x 10' gardening shed is contrary to the open spaces design of that square block of
Broderick and the building design supported by the Cow Hollow Association guidelines.
5. The Dwelling Unit Merger request will alter the historic entry way of 2853 Broderick and
it will turn the current entry portico to a separate unit into a staircase for up and down
traffic from the proposed home to the garage.
Permit 201309066151 that was withdrawn temporarily by the project sponsor addressed the
changes to the facade of the building due to the proposed Unit Merger.
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6. The need to restore a second means of egress to the lower flat due to the installation of
an elevator in the garage that eclipses the intended use of the garage for a second means of
egress as provided for in permit No.201103252839.
Sincerely,
Irving Zaretsky
Appellant
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